3D slot

STAR GUARDIANS
The biggest budget game in Evoplay’s history, Star
Guardians is more than just a video slot. It’s a whole
new type of gaming experience for gamblers. An
industry first, this game is a third-person shooter giving you manual control of your character. There
are three characters to choose from, and you can
change to a new player even as you play.
Join the Star Guardians, a Special Forces team, as
they battle against mutated insects called Tritons.
Blast your way through the aliens and then try to
beat their Queen. Each of the three hero characters
has their own skills and abilities. They answered the
call to fight. Are you ready to join them?

Game Features
THIRD-PERSON SHOOTER
One of the most popular
mechanics in gaming, for the
very first time in iGaming you can
now shoot your way to slot wins.

MANUAL CONTROL
Be the hero - control the hero!
Move him/her forwards and
backwards, left and right, and
shoot down the targets. It’s
iGaming, with you in control.

CHARACTER SELECTION
There are three characters you
can play as. Pick your favorite
and enjoy their unique skills and
abilities. If you want to change
character, you can even do this
as you play.

BONUS GAME
A random event activated during
any spin in the main game. Only
here will Tritons drop ammunition
or money - both of which you’ll
want and need.

Game Summary
Game Type

Technology

Game Resolution

RTP

3D SLOT

HTML5

FULL HD (16:9)

96.00%

Volatility

Mobile

Platforms

Vertical View

LOW HIGH

Yes

Yes

Information
Mobile + desktop

Yes

Mobile vertical

Yes

Min bet (EUR)

0.1

Max bet (EUR)

75

Hit Frequency

56%

Bonus Game

1 in 113

Win Amount
BUTCHER
Choose Butcher as your player!
With an activated booster, all
wins with this character are
multiplied x2 . And with his
multi-barreled gun and rocket
launcher, he’s the brute force you
might need.
SKYLER
Choose Skyler as your player!
With an activated booster, even
without keys she can open
valuable chests. She’s fast,
dangerous with grenades, and a
deadly shot with her sniper rifle.

KELLIOT
Choose Kelliot as your player!
With an activated booster, you
have 100% certainty of picking
up the loot. Plus, he has kinetic
energy released from his hands it’s a devastating weapon.

Big Win (14xBet)

1 in 186

Super Win (100xBet)

1 in 632

Mega Win (50xBet)

1 in 2957

Epic Win (25xBet)

1 in 1446

Max payout for times bet
observed in 500 million spins:
Main Game
Bonus Game
Max Win in EUR

160
5029
377 175

